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We analyse the problem of negative modes of the Euclidean section of the Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole in four dimensions. We find analytically that a negative mode disap-
pears when the specific heat at constant charge becomes positive. The sector of perturbations
analysed here is included in the canonical partition function of the magnetically charged
black hole. The result obeys the usual rule that the partition function is only well-defined
when there is local thermodynamical equilibrium. We point out the difficulty in quantising
Einstein-Maxwell theory, where the so-called conformal factor problem is considerably more
intricate. Our method, inspired by hep-th/0608001, allows us to decouple the divergent
gauge volume and treat the metric perturbations sector in a gauge-invariant way.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shortly after the advent of black hole thermodynamics, the Euclidean path integral methods of
quantum field theory at finite temperature were extended to semiclassical quantum gravity [1, 2].
Gibbons and Hawking [3] proposed a construction for the partition functions of black holes. These
were defined as path integrals with given boundary conditions, which correspond to fixing the
temperature, through the periodicity in imaginary time, and possibly other quantities such as the
electromagnetic charge for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole. A black hole solution is seen as a
saddle point of the path integral, its action being related to the thermodynamical free energy.
The semiclassical approach to the path integral allows for more than that. It is possible to go
beyond the instanton approximation, corresponding to the classical black hole, and analyse small
thermal (quantum) fluctuations around it. This was made possible after a better understanding
of the path integral for perturbations, through the works of Gibbons, Hawking and Perry [4, 5].
They found that conformal perturbations of the metric, which always decrease the Euclidean action
and seem to render the path integral divergent, are an unphysical artifact that can be eliminated
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2by choosing a suitable integration contour and by applying a standard gauge fixing procedure.
However, this treatment excluded any matter fields and one may (correctly) suppose that such a
decomposition of the perturbations would be more involved.
The first application of those methods was the work of Gross, Perry and Yaffe [6]. They found
that the Schwarzschild instanton possesses a nonconformal radial negative mode in the path integral
for perturbations, which renders the partition function ill-defined. This was expected because the
Hawking temperature formula for the Schwarzschild black hole, T = (8piM)−1, corresponds to a
negative specific heat, so that there is no local thermodynamical stability. The authors further
interpreted the instability as the possibility of spontaneous nucleation of black holes in hot flat
space. The physics of black hole nucleation was clarified when York [7] considered the partition
function with boundary conditions at finite radius. Such a cavity, with fixed temperature on the
wall, allows for two black hole solutions. The smaller radius solution is unstable and tends to the
usual Schwarzschild case when the radius is taken to infinity. The larger radius solution is stable
and its nucleation is thermodynamically allowed, since its free energy is inferior to the one of the
hot flat space in the cavity.
A nontrivial test of the correspondence between local thermodynamical stability and a well-
defined gravitational partition function was given by Prestidge [8]. He analysed the Schwarzschild-
AdS instanton, soon after the AdS/CFT correspondence was proposed [9], and found numerically
that the negative mode disappears when the specific heat of the black hole becomes positive [10].
The curvature of AdS simulates the finite cavity in the asymptotically flat case. The correspondence
was put on a firmer footing when Reall [11] showed, for a certain class of black holes, that a negative
specific heat implies the existence of a negative mode. The proof of the converse result, however,
remains elusive. Work on Euclidean negative modes of black holes includes also higher-dimensional
solutions [12], the Taub-NUT and Taub-bolt instantons with [13] or without [14] cosmological
constant, and connections to Ricci-flow [15, 16]. A related subject is the one of black strings or
branes whose classical stability has a correspondence with the local thermodynamical stability
[11, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]; see [23] for a review. For instance, the Euclidean negative mode found
by Gross, Perry and Yaffe [6] for the Schwarzschild black hole is related to the Gregory-Laflamme
instability of the black string [24].
We point out that no study of negative modes of black hole instantons was performed with the
inclusion of matter. One might be worried with the fact that such a theory is not renormalisable
at one loop, which is indeed the case of Einstein-Maxwell theory [25], so that we cannot compute
quantum corrections. However, we can take an effective field theory approach [26], where Einstein-
3Maxwell theory is regarded as the low energy limit of an underlying fundamental theory. The
effective theory is valid up to a cut-off scale, after which ultraviolet completion effects become im-
portant. As long as the energies of the fields involved are nowhere near that scale, the perturbative
quantisation of the nonrenormalisable effective theory is meaningful. It may help recalling that
Einstein-Maxwell theory corresponds to the bosonic sector of four-dimensional N = 2 supergravity,
which can be embedded into string theory.
Matter has not been considered in the study of negative modes of instantons before because
the standard decomposition of the perturbations [4, 5], which singles out the unphysical conformal
modes, was performed for Einstein theory only (with or without cosmological constant). However,
studies have been performed for cosmological applications by Gratton, Lewis and Turok [27, 28],
who considered the coupling to a scalar field. They look for well-behaved gauge-invariant pertur-
bations which allow for a decoupling in the action between the relevant modes and the unphysical
ones, which are integrated out. See Kol [29] for a general and systematic discussion of the same ba-
sic idea, which he calls “power of the action,” following its initial application to the Schwarzschild
black hole and black string [30]. This corresponds to the procedure we adopt in this work. There
is a further complication though. The problem of radial perturbations requires two gauge con-
ditions (as the traceless and transverse conditions in pure gravity) for the metric perturbations.
The method is inconsistent because the radial ansatz for the perturbation of the action only has
a radial diffeomorphism invariance (one gauge choice), and including time does not allow for the
construction of gauge-invariant quantities. The work of Kol [30] on the Schwarzschild black hole
gives a solution to this problem. Considering a lift to one higher dimension, along which there is
translational invariance, it is possible to construct gauge-invariant quantities, i.e. perturbations
which are invariant for infinitesimal diffeomorphisms along the radial direction and along the ex-
tra dimension. If the action for the zero modes (infinite wavelength) along the extra-dimension
reproduces the lower-dimensional action for perturbations, then the higher-dimensional action can
be decomposed and the long wavelength limit taken when a simple reduced action is available.
Using this Kaluza-Klein method, we are able to study the four-dimensional magnetic Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole in a sector of perturbations corresponding to the canonical ensemble, i.e.
fixed charge Q. We find that one negative mode still exists if the charge is small compared with the
mass M , as expected, but disappears for |Q| ≥ √3M/2, exactly when the specific heat becomes
positive. This supports the validity of the canonical partition function as defined in [3].
We mentioned that Einstein-Maxwell theory had not been considered for the perturbative path
integral quantisation on black hole backgrounds. However, let us make some comments. First, a
4claim on the main result in the paper has been made in [31]. The negligence of the particularities of
Einstein-Maxwell theory, as opposed to pure gravity, led to mistakes that we discuss in Appendix B.
Second, Miyamoto and Kudoh [32, 33] have analysed the classical stability of magnetically charged
branes and verified that they are stable when there is local thermodynamical stability. This result
is related to the works [11, 17, 18] mentioned before. The issue we address here is whether
the partition function at one loop, defined as a saddle point approximation to a Euclidean path
integral, conforms to the usual thermodynamical stability criterion. It is also worth mentioning
that Einstein-Maxwell theory in four dimensions cannot be the result of dimensionally reducing
Einstein-Maxwell theory in five dimensions, since there is then an extra scalar field. The fact that
the Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole is not straightforwardly related to a string will force us to be
careful in our Kaluza-Klein action method, so that we make sure the correct quantum theory is
obtained.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section II, we discuss the problems with quantising
Einstein-Maxwell theory, stressing the differences with the pure Einstein case, and recall the rela-
tion between the boundary conditions of the path integral and the corresponding thermodynamical
ensemble. In Section III, we explain the Kaluza-Klein action method to analyse the second-order ac-
tion. In Section IV, we describe the application of the method to the magnetic Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black hole. We start by presenting an appropriate lift to five dimensions. We then construct the
gauge-invariant quantities and obtain the reduced action. We find that the action possesses a neg-
ative mode when the specific heat at constant charge is negative. Finally, in Section V, we present
the conclusions.
II. THE EINSTEIN-MAXWELL PATH INTEGRAL
The partition function of a system of gravity coupled to electromagnetism is given by a path
integral,
Z =
∫
d[g]d[A]e−I[g,A], (1)
constructed from the Euclidean action
I[g,A] = −
∫
M
ddx
√
g(R− FabF ab)− 2
∫
∂M
dd−1x
√
h(K −K0), (2)
where the first term corresponds to the usual Einstein-Hilbert action and the second term is the
Maxwell action. The third term is the Gibbons-Hawking-York boundary term [3, 34], required
5if the configurations summed over have a prescribed induced metric on ∂M. Here K represents
the trace of the extrinsic curvature on ∂M and K0 is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of flat
spacetime, matching the black hole metric at infinity, necessary to render the on-shell action of
asymptotically flat black hole solutions finite. Also, Fab are the components of an exact two-form
obtained from the gauge field potential A, with the standard formula F = dA.
In the absence of electromagnetic sources, the purely gravitational action can be made arbitrarily
negative for conformal transformations that obey the boundary conditions of the path integral, i.e.
by geometries included in the sum. This apparent divergence in the functional integration, called
the conformal factor problem, is circumvented by choosing an appropriate complex integration
contour [4], at least at the one loop level of the semiclassical quantisation. Furthermore, it was
later shown in [5] that an orthogonal decomposition of the metric perturbations into a trace,
a longitudinal-traceless and a transverse-traceless part, complemented by an appropriate gauge
choice to deal with the diffeomorphism invariance of the action, leads to the complete decoupling
of these components in the second-order action. It is a key requirement that the gauge choice kills
the interaction between the trace and the longitudinal traceless parts. The final result confirms
the prescription of [4], and the decoupled trace can be integrated by choosing a suitable complex
contour. Moreover, the scalar parts of the partition function, comprising the contributions from
the tracelike (conformal) perturbations and from the scalar parts of the vector modes, both in the
longitudinal traceless part of the metric and in the ghost vectors, cancel. This shows that the
apparent nonpositivity of the purely gravitational action, and the consequent divergence of the
path integral, are fixed by projecting out this contribution. We would like to address this problem
in the presence of electromagnetism.
A. The second-order action
In this section, we will perturb the action about a saddle point (g˜, A˜), which we define here as
a nonsingular solution of the equations of motion
R˜ab − g˜ab2 R˜ = 2
(
F˜ ca F˜bc −
g˜ab
4
F˜ pqF˜pq
)
(3a)
and
∇˜aF˜ ab = 0. (3b)
6Small perturbations about this solution, (hab, ab), are treated as quantum fields living on the saddle
point background,
gab = g˜ab + hab and Ab = A˜b + ab. (4)
We then perturb the action to second order,
I[g,A] = I[g˜, A˜] + I2[h, a; g˜, A˜] +O(h3, h2a, ha2, a3; g˜, A˜), (5)
so that the partition function can be approximated by a saddle point functional integral
Z ' e−I[g˜,A˜]
∫
d[h]d[a]e−I2[h,a] ≡ e−I[g˜,A˜]Z(2). (6)
The first-order term is absent because the instanton solution satisfies the equations of motion. The
second-order action is given by
I2[h, a] =
1
4
∫
ddx
√
g
{
hab
[
∆Lhab + 2∇a∇chbc − 2gab∇m∇nhmn + gabh+ 4F ma F nb hmn
+
2FmnFmn
d− 2
(
hab − gab2 h
)]
+ 16ac
(
Fab∇ahbc +∇aF bchab + F ac∇bhab − 12F
ac∇ah
)
− 8
(
abab − aaabRab +∇aaa∇bab
)}
, (7)
where we have defined h = gabhab and ∼ was dropped out in all zero-th order quantities for the
sake of notation. ∆L is the so-called Lichnerowicz operator defined as
∆LPab = −Pab − 2RambnPmn + 2Rc(aP cb) . (8)
This action can be checked to be invariant under the following gauge transformations hab → habaa → aa +∇aχ , (9)
and  hab → hab +∇aVb +∇bVaaa → aa + V bFba . (10)
The first set of transformations corresponds to the U(1) invariance associated with the electro-
magnetic field, and the second to the invariance under diffeomorphisms, conveniently mixed with
the previous symmetry. Both these transformations require a gauge fixing procedure, by a suitable
introduction of Fadeev-Popov determinants associated with each symmetry. However, the choice
of gauge is essential to identify the relevant perturbations that lower the action and have physical
meaning. We thus postpone this discussion to the end of this section.
7At this stage we would like to discuss a fundamental property of Eq. (7). If we only focus on
four-dimensional instantons that are spherically symmetric, then the metric perturbations can be
expanded into odd and even perturbations [35]. Substituting this general expansion in Eq. (7),
in the background of the magnetic Reissner-Nordstro¨m solution, the cross term gives zero for
any value of the vector field perturbation ab. If we further assume that whatever gauge choice
that makes this problem tractable in four dimensions does not involve the mixture between metric
perturbations and gauge potential perturbations, then the metric sector completely decouples from
the gauge potential sector. In the electric Reissner-Nordstro¨m case, this decoupling does not occur,
and a complete analysis of the problem requires the inclusion of such a term.
We further decompose the metric perturbations into a traceless and a trace part:
hab = φab +
1
d
gabh, (11)
After this expansion, the second-order action can be written as
I2[φab, h, aa] =
1
4
∫
ddx
√
g
{
φab
[
∆Lφab + 4
(
F ma F
n
b −
gab
d
FmcFnc
)
φmn +
2
d− 2F
mnFmnφab
]
+
8
d
φabF
acF bch+
(
d2 − 3d+ 2
d2
)
hh− d− 4
d2
F abFabh
2 − 2∇aφac∇bφbc +
2(d− 2)
d
∇aφab∇bh
+ 16ac
[
Fab∇aφbc +∇aF bcφab +F ac∇bφab− d− 42d F
ac∇ah
]
− 8
(
abab−aaabRab +∇aaa∇bab
)}
.
(12)
The first term in the second line of Eq. (12) is the term that makes the study of Einstein-Maxwell
instantons more involved. It couples the traceless part of the metric with the trace part, and as a
result one cannot identify the trace as being responsible for the divergent modes problem. There
are several ways of tackling this problem. One might try to pick a particular gauge choice for the
metric perturbations. This is exactly what one does in the purely gravitational case to remove the
last term in the second line, by choosing a gauge of the form
Ca[h] = ∇b
(
hab − 1
β
gabh
)
, (13)
where β is a constant to be conveniently fixed [5]. However, the authors were not able to find
such a gauge when electromagnetism is introduced without making a shift in the gauge potential
aa. This shift results in a new coupling between the trace and the vector potential, invalidating
once more the pure gravity interpretation of the trace. Furthermore, this new choice of gauge re-
quires a new decomposition of the metric perturbations instead of the usual longitudinal/transverse
decomposition corresponding to the choice (13).
8An alternative approach to the problem would be to shift the trace component of the metric by
a term proportional to −1(φabF acF bc). This choice removes the problematic term, but also makes
the second-order action dependent on the inverse box operator, rendering any further computations
unpractical.
A third method, based on [30], is to attempt to solve the problem by using Kaluza-Klein
techniques, and will be the one followed in this paper.
B. Boundary conditions
The partition function is defined as the path integral (1) with appropriate boundary conditions.
These boundary conditions specify the thermodynamical quantities which are held fixed in the
ensemble. Here, we recall the discussion in [36] for the Reissner-Nordstro¨m case.
As usual, the 3-metric on the boundary ∂M = S1 × S2∞ fixes the temperature T = β−1, where
β is the periodicity of imaginary time. The boundary condition on the electromagnetic field at
infinity typically fixes either the charge Q or the potential Φ = Q/r+, as we shall discuss. Imposing
a periodicity β, the leading order approximation to the path integral is the Reissner-Nordstro¨m
instanton,
ds2 = f(r)dτ2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2, (14)
where f(r) = 1−2M/r+Q2/r2, dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2, and M and Q are the black hole mass and
charge, respectively. Since an instanton solution is required to be nonsingular, the mass and the
charge are fixed by the boundary data and the condition of regularity at r = r+ = M+
√
M2 −Q2,
the location of the outer horizon in the Lorentzian solution and of the “bolt” in the Euclidean
solution. That condition is the formula for the Hawking temperature:
T =
r+ −M
2pir2+
. (15)
However, the action of the instanton depends on the boundary terms which make the fixing of
quantities on ∂M consistent. Suppose one fixes the potential A at a boundary at very large r = R,
where R will be taken to infinity. In the magnetic case, this corresponds to specifying the charge
Q =
1
4pi
∫
S2∞
F, (16)
which is determined by integrating the magnetic field strength Fθφ over S2∞, which in turn is
determined by A on the boundary alone. But, in the electric case, the charge is computed using
9the dual of the electric field strength,
Q =
i
4pi
∫
S2∞
?F, (17)
i.e. it requires fixing Fτr (the i is due to the use of imaginary time). The canonical ensemble,
for which the charge Q is fixed, includes the configurations for which derivatives of A normal to
the boundary are fixed. The thermodynamical quantity associated with specifying A on ∂M,
in the electric case, is the electric potential at infinity Φ = −iAτ = Q/r+ (the gauge choice
A = −i(Q/r − Φ)dτ ensures that A is regular on the horizon r = r+). Fixing the potential Φ
corresponds to the grand-canonical ensemble. For the canonical ensemble, the action (2), with
d = 4, must include a boundary term appropriate for the variational problem in question,
− 4
∫
∂M
d3x
√
hF abnaAb, (18)
i.e. to the fixing of Fτr and thus of the electric charge Q. This term ensures that the Helmholtz
energies of the electric and magnetic black holes coincide [36]:
F = −T lnZcanonical(β,Q) = M − TS, (19)
where S = pir2+ is the black hole entropy.
In the present work, we look at perturbations about the instanton such that the metric is
fixed at the boundary. In the magnetic case, this sector leaves the electromagnetic potential A
unperturbed, which can be done consistently for SO(3) symmetric backgrounds, as mentioned in
the previous section. The sector is thus included in the canonical ensemble.
III. THE KALUZA-KLEIN ACTION METHOD
We described in Section II the difficulties in quantising Einstein-Maxwell theory. The standard
decomposition of the perturbations around the instanton [5] does not apply (see Appendix B).
However, a decomposition that explicitly decouples the divergent modes, the conformal modes in
the case of pure gravity, is essential. We therefore look for a different approach.
In [30], Kol addresses the problem of the negative mode of the Schwarzschild black hole by
looking at the “dynamical” part of the action. This procedure, valid if the problem has a single
nonhomogeneous dimension (the radial one here), was formalised in [29]. Instead of the treatment
of [6], which looks at the Lichnerowicz operator ∆L acting on transverse-traceless metric perturba-
tions, an auxiliary extra dimension z is added. The extended space of metric perturbations and the
10
dependence on the extra dimension allow for the construction of several gauge-invariant quantities.
These decouple into two sectors, a “dynamical” part, which is the relevant reduced action, and a
“nondynamical” part, which takes away the divergent modes. The action of the five-dimensional
zero modes, i.e. the k = 0 modes in a Fourier decomposition along z, or at least a sector of it, is the
four-dimensional action. But, in four dimensions, the radial problem has one gauge transformation
only, ξr, and the appropriate fixing of the gauge freedom requires a second condition (as in the
traceless and transverse gauge). This is provided by the ξz component if we use the auxiliary extra
dimension.
A different way of looking at the extra dimension is to relate the black hole to a black string.
In the Schwarzschild case, the (thermodynamical) Euclidean negative mode of the black hole [6],
(∆Lh)4Dab = λGPYh
4D
ab , (20)
corresponds to the (classical) Lorentzian Gregory-Laflamme instability [24] of the black string,
(∆Lh)5Daˆbˆ = 0 ⇒ (∆Lh)4Dab + k2GLh4Dab = 0. (21)
The critical wavenumber is k2GL = −λGPY. From the five-dimensional point of view, the Euclidean
negative eigenvalue of the k = 0 (off-shell) modes gives the critical wavenumber for (on-shell)
instabilities along z [40].
The difficulty in the charged black hole case is that the standard traceless-transverse gauge does
not decouple the divergent modes. The Kaluza-Klein action method (“power of the action”, as
Kol prefers) seems now the only one available. It requires:
(i) A “maximally general ansatz” for the perturbation of the fields; i.e. the ansatz must repro-
duce all of the background field equations by variation of the metric, and must be closed for
the relevant group of gauge transformations.
(ii) The lift must be such that the five-dimensional action for the k = 0 perturbation modes
is equivalent to the action for the perturbations around the four-dimensional black hole
instanton. Actually, it suffices that a particular sector of the five-dimensional action satisfies
this. We must then restrict ourselves to that sector of the path integral.
The lift we consider in this work, along a timelike direction z, is a “magnetic string” of a theory
with electromagnetism and Chern-Simons term. We will need to restrict to a sector of the path
integral by introducing a Delta functional on the space of perturbations. The restriction will ensure
that we obtain the four-dimensional action when we look at k = 0 modes.
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Before we start, let us make two clarifications. First, how do we know that the divergent
modes are being decoupled from the path integral? The decomposition of the path integral into
“dynamical” and “nondynamical” parts leads to a ‘non-dynamical’ action simply composed of
squares of gauge-invariant quantities. One of them will have a minus sign, meaning that a rotation
to the imaginary line is needed in order for the Gaussian path integral to converge. This is the exact
analogy of the prescription of [4]. Second, the particular eigenvalue obtained from this method
is not the same, in general, as the one obtained from the standard decomposition. The negative
eigenvalue in [30] is quantitatively different from the one in [6] because the decomposition of the
action is different. But the positivity properties of the action, i.e. whether a negative eigenvalue
exists or not, must be the same.
IV. APPLICATION TO THE MAGNETIC REISSNER-NORDSTRO¨M BLACK HOLE
A. Lift to five dimensions
In this section, we will apply the method described in Section III to the magnetic Reissner-
Nordstro¨m black hole. The first nontrivial step is to find a five-dimensional system of gravity,
possibly coupled to some fields, that reduces to four-dimensional Einstein-Maxwell upon a Kaluza-
Klein reduction on a circle. This truncation was first discussed by the authors of [37] in the context
of Lorentzian signature. Here we straightforwardly extend it to Euclidean signature spacetimes.
We start with minimal five-dimensional supergravity with the action given by
I(5) = −
∫
dx5
√
gˆ
(
Rˆ− Fˆ aˆbˆFˆaˆbˆ −
2
3
√
3
εˆaˆ1...aˆ5√
gˆ
Fˆaˆ1aˆ2Fˆaˆ3aˆ4Aˆaˆ5
)
, (22)
where ˆ represents quantities in five dimensions, gˆ = |det gaˆbˆ| and Fˆ = dAˆ. Our dimensional
reduction ansatz will take the generic form
ds25 = ∆
γds24 + ∆(dz + 2A˜adx
a)2, (23)
where γ is a constant and ∆ is related with the exponential of the dilaton field. Here  = ±1,
according to the signature of the five-dimensional spacetime. The signature of the four-dimensional
space is chosen to be Euclidean. Also, ∂z is a Killing vector of the five-dimensional spacetime,
meaning that ∆, gab and A˜a do not depend on z.
The reduction of the Maxwell field parallels that of the metric, and in particular we expand it
as
Aˆ = A+ Σ(dz + 2A˜), (24)
12
where both A and A˜ only have components in the four-dimensional space, and again do not depend
on z. Choosing γ = −1/2, setting ∆ = exp (−4φ/√3) and substituting in the action (22) yields
the following form of the action:
I(5) = −V
∫
d4x
√
g
[
R− 2∂aφ∂aφ− e−2
√
3φF˜ abF˜ab − e−
2√
3
φ
HabHab − e
4√
3
φ
∂aΣ∂aΣ
− 2√
3
Σ
εa1...a4√
g
(
Ha1a2 − 4A˜a1∂a2Σ
)(
Ha3a4 − 4A˜a3∂a4Σ
)]
, (25)
where V is the volume of the circle along which we are performing our dimensional reduction and
H = F + 2ΣF˜ . Varying this action with respect to gab, A˜a, Aa φ and Σ yields the following
equations of motion
Rab = 2∂aφ∂bφ+e
4√
3
φ
∂aΣ∂bΣ+2e−2
√
3φε
(
F˜acF˜
c
b −
gab
4
F˜mnF˜
mn
)
+2e−
2√
3
φ
(
HacH
c
b −
gab
4
HmnH
mn
)
,
(26a)
∇a(e−2
√
3φF˜ ab) + 2∇a(Σe−
2√
3Hab) +
4√
3
εa1a2a3b√
g
Ha1a2Σ∂a3Σ = 0, (26b)
∇a(e−
2√
3
φ
Hab) +
2√
3
εa1a2a3b√
g
Ha1a2∂a3Σ = 0, (26c)
φ+
√
3
2
F˜abF˜
ab +
1
2
√
3
e
− 2√
3
φ
HabH
ab − 1√
3
e
4√
3
φ
∂aΣ∂aΣ = 0, (26d)
and
∇a(e
4√
3
φ∇aΣ)− 1√
3
εa1...a4√
g
(
Ha1a2 − 4A˜a1∂a2Σ
)(
Ha3a4 − 4A˜a3∂a4Σ
)
+ 4
εa1...a4√
g
Ha1a2A˜a3∂a4Σ− 2e−
2√
3
φ
HabF˜ab = 0. (26e)
We now search for a consistent truncation in which the two fields φ and Σ are set to zero. We are
then left with two constraints on F˜ and F coming from both Eqs. (26d) and (26e)
3F˜ abF˜ab + F abFab = 0 and ?F +
√
3F˜ = 0, (27)
where ? is the Hodge dual with respect to the four-dimensional geometry. If the four-dimensional
manifold has Lorentzian signature, the second condition solves the first if  = 1. However, if the
four-dimensional manifold is assumed to have the Euclidean signature, one must require  = −1.
We thus from now on choose  = −1. The equations of motion (26) then reduce to
Rab = −2
(
F˜acF˜
c
b − gab4 F˜mnF˜mn
)
+ 2
(
FacF
c
b − gab4 FmnFmn
)
, ∇aF ab = 0 and ∇aF˜ ab = 0.
(28)
13
subject to the second constraint in (27). In order to further simplify the equations of motion and
to explicitly solve the constraint, we change from F and F˜ to F (1) and F (2) given by
F (1) = 12 ? F˜ −
√
3
2 F and F
(2) =
√
3
2 ? F˜ +
1
2F. (29)
The constraint is solved by setting ?F (2) = 0, that is, F (2) = 0. Substituting everything in (26a)
yields
Rab = 2
(
F
(1)
ac F (1)
c
b − gab4 F
(1)
mnF (1)
mn
)
and ∇a(F (1)ab) = 0. (30)
These are precisely the equations of motion that we were searching for, i.e. the Einstein-Maxwell
equations in four dimensions. Note that both these equations can be deduced from the four-
dimensional action
I(4) = −
∫
dx4
√
g
(
R− F (1)ab F (1)
ab
)
. (31)
The four-dimensional quantities are related to the five-dimensional quantities via
ds25 = ds
2
4 − (dz + 2A˜adxa)2, F˜ =
?F (1)
2
and Aˆ = −
√
3
2
A(1). (32)
We further remark that this truncation is only valid at the level of the equations of motion. In
fact, substituting directly the ansatz (32) in Eq. (25) gives
− V
∫
d4x
√
g
(
R− 1
2
F
(1)
ab F
(1)ab
)
6= V I(4). (33)
We can now write the five-dimensional lift of both the magnetic and electric Reissner-Nordstro¨m
instantons, respectively as
ds25 = f(r)dτ
2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 −
(
dz − Q
r
dτ
)2
, A = −
√
3
2
Q cos θdφ (34)
and
ds25 = f(r)dτ
2 +
dr2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2 −
(
dz − iQ cos θdφ
)2
, A = −i
√
3Q
2r
dτ , (35)
where f(r) = 1 − 2M/r + Q2/r2, dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2, and M and Q are the black hole mass
and charge, respectively. We are now ready to use the “power of action”.
B. Reducing the action
The “maximally general ansatz” for the magnetic case can be written as
ds25 = e
2A(r,z)[dτ − κ(r, z)]2 + e2B(r,z)dr2 + e2C(r,z)dΩ2 − e2β(r,z)[dz − Γ(r, z)dτ − α(r, z)dr]2, (36)
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and A = −(√3Q/2) cos θdφ. With this ansatz, it is consistent, in terms of gauge invariance, not
to perturb the electromagnetic potential. This conforms to what we have seen before, because
in the magnetic case the metric perturbations decouple from the vector potential perturbations,
and the former have a positive definite action. For the electric case, one would have to find a
form of perturbing the solution (35), maintaining all variables involved only dependent on r and
z. However, the authors were not able to accomplish this. From now on, we will only consider the
magnetic case, for which the metric is explicitly codimension one. We then perturb the quantities
in Eq. (36) as
A(r, z) = A0(r) + a(r, z), B(r, z) = B0(r) + b(r, z),
C(r, z) = C0(r) + c(r, z), Γ(r, z) = Γ0(r) + γ(r, z),
(37)
where all lower case letters are perturbations, and thus absent in the background solution, which
is given by
A0 = −B0 = 12 log f, C0(r) = log r and Γ0(r) =
Q
r
. (38)
At zero-th order, we exactly recover Eq. (34). We then substitute Eq. (37) into the action (22)
and expand it to second order,
I
(5)
2 =
∫
drdz(P a bI J ∂au
I∂bu
J +Q aI Ju
I∂au
J + VIJuIuJ) (39)
where u = {a, b, c, α, β, γ, κ}, I ∈ {1, . . . , 7} and the independent nonvanishing components of the
tensors P a bI J , Q
a
I J and VIJ are given in Appendix A. One can now expand all the fields in Fourier
modes, take the limits k = 0 and β = 0, and compare the five-dimensional quadratic action with
the four-dimensional counterpart. As we predicted in Eq. (33), the two actions are not equal.
Instead, they differ by the following term:
I
(5)
2,k=0,β=0 − I(4)2 = −
∫
dr
{r2∂rγ(r) +Q[a(r) + b(r)− 2c(r)]}2
2r2
(40)
Note that here we are perturbing the four-dimensional action only in the metric sector, and with
an ansatz equal to the l = 0 ansatz for the Schwarzschild perturbations used in [6]. We will see
later how to deal with this difference in actions.
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The second-order action (39) is invariant under the following gauge transformations
δa = e−2B0ξrA′0 + e−2A0Γ20∂zξz
δb = e−2B0(∂rξr −B′0ξr)
δc = e−2B0ξrC ′0
δα = ∂zξr + ∂rξz − e−2A0ξzΓ0Γ′0
δβ = −∂zξz
δγ = e−2B0ξrΓ′0 + 2Γ0∂zξz
δκ = −e−2A0 [ξzΓ′0 + Γ0(∂zξr + ∂rξz − 2ξzA′0)],
(41)
where ′ denotes differentiation with respect to r in zeroth-order quantities. These correspond to
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms along the vector ξ = ξrdr + ξzdz.
The quadratic action (39) can be cast in a different form, in which α and κ only appear as ∂zα
and ∂zκ, by integration by parts. This was expected because, in the k = 0 sector, one does not
need to set α or κ to zero, as one does for β. This motivates the construction of the following
gauge independent quantities
q1 = a−
(
cA′0
T ′0
− e−2A0Γ20β
)
q2 = b+
[
cB′0
T ′0
− e−2B0∂r
(
e2B0c
T ′0
)]
q3 = ∂zκ− e−2A0
(
βΓ′0 − 2Γ0βA′0 −
e2B0Γ0
T ′0
∂2zc+ Γ0∂rβ
)
q4 = ∂zα− e−2A0
[
βΓ0Γ′0 +
e2(A0+B0)
T ′0
∂2zc− e2A0∂rβ
]
,
q5 = γ −
(
cΓ′0
T ′0
− 2Γ0β
)
.
(42)
Plugging in the expressions for uI , as a function of the qi, in Eq. (39), gives a quadratic action
that only depends on the qis. As expected, the action can be entirely written in terms of gauge-
invariant quantities. We now proceed to integrate the “nondynamical” quantities q2, q3 and q4,
which appear with no derivatives in the action, and can thus be integrated. The action for the
perturbations can be written as
I
(5)
2 = I
(5)
2,q1,q5
+
∫
drdz
[
qi˜Li˜j˜q
i˜ − 2Ri˜qi˜
]
, (43)
where i˜ ∈ {2, 3, 4}, L does not depend on q1 or q5 and R depends on q1, q5 and their derivatives.
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In fact,
L =

3Q2
2r2
− 2 3fQ
2
1
2
(1 + 3f)r
3fQ
2
−1
2
f2r2 −1
2
fQr
1
2
(1 + 3f)r −1
2
fQr −Q
2
2

, (44)
R =

1
2
(
q1Q2
r2
− 2r∂
2
zq
5Q
f
+ ∂rq5Q+ 2r2∂2zq
1 − 4rf∂rq1
)
(Q2 − r2)q5 + rf [r(q5 + r∂rq5)−Qq1]
2r
1
2
[(
r − rf − 2Q
2
r
)
q1 + 2Qq5 + r(2rf∂rq1 −Q∂rq5)
]

(45)
and
I
(5)
2,q1,q5
= −(Qq
1 + r2∂rq5)2
2r2
. (46)
We can thus integrate the qi˜ by constructing the following shifted variables
q˜i˜ = qi˜ − (L−1)i˜j˜Rj˜ , (47)
in terms of which the action (43) can be rewritten as
I
(5)
2 = I
(5)
2,q1,q5
−
∫
drdzRi˜(L
−1)i˜j˜Rj˜ + IND, (48)
where
IND =
∫
drdzq˜i˜Li˜j˜ q˜
i˜. (49)
The integration over the q˜i˜ is now trivial, and will not affect the q1 and q5 dependent part of the
action. The new effective action for the variables q1 and q5 is
Ieff ≡ I(5)2,q1,q5 −
∫
drdzRi˜(L
−1)i˜j˜Rj˜ . (50)
This last expression is too cumbersome to be shown. However, we still have freedom to rotate q1
and q5. If one sets
q1 = a11q + a15q˜5
q5 = a51q + a55q˜5
, (51)
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where
a11 =
r2 + 3fr2 − 5Q2
2
√
6fr2
, a15 =
Qa55
rf
, a51 = − Q√
6r
and ∂ra55 = −Q
2a55
r3
,
(52)
then q˜5 completely decouples from the action, and the effective action reduces to the simple ex-
pression
Ieff =
∫
drdzr2
[
f(∂rq)2 −
(
1− Q
2
r2f
)
(∂zq)2 + V q2
]
, (53)
where V is given by
V = − 6M
2
r2(3M − 2r)2
[
1− 4
3
(
Q
M
)2]
. (54)
We are now in a position to explain why the Kaluza-Klein method works in this specific case.
The path integral for perturbations in five dimensions Z5(2) reduces to the one in four dimensions
Z4(2) if we only integrate over directions in which the difference between the two actions is zero, i.e.
if we tune γ. So, one has a particular sector of Z5(2),
Z˜5(2) = lim
k=0
∫
d[uI ]e−I
(5)
2 [u
I ]δ[Q(a+ b− 2c) + r2∂rγ]δ[β] = Z˜4(2), (55)
where δ[.] should be regarded as a Dirac delta function in a functional space. Above, Z˜4(2) denotes
the restriction of the four-dimensional path integral to the sector of radial metric perturbations
(we showed before that it is consistent, in the magnetic case, to leave the electromagnetic potential
unperturbed). Introducing the gauge-invariant variables gives the following form
Z˜4(2) = lim
k=0
∫
d[qi]d[c]d[β]e−I
(5)
2 [q
i]δ
[
Q(q1 + q2) + r2∂rq5 − Q(Q
2 − 2r2f)β
r2f
+ 2Qr∂rβ
]
δ[β]
= lim
k=0
∫
d[qi]e−I
(5)
2 [q
i]δ[Q(q1 + q2) + r2∂rq5]
= lim
k=0
∫
d[q]d[q˜5]d[q˜i˜]e−Ieff [q]−IND[q˜
i˜]δ
[√
2
3
Q
(
1− Q
2
fr2
+
2r2
r2 + 3fr2 − 3Q2
)
q +Qq˜2˜ + a55r2∂r q˜5
]
= lim
k=0
∫
d[q]e−Ieff [q], (56)
where each equality holds up to an infinite constant. It is the crucial fact that the final form of the
action, Ieff [q], does not depend on q˜5 that makes the two path integrals equivalent when we look
at the k = 0 sector. The coefficients aij were chosen in such a way that the argument of the last
functional Dirac delta depends on ∂r q˜5 and not on both q˜5 and ∂r q˜5 simultaneously.
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C. The negative mode
In this section, we will compute the negative mode of the action by directly studying the
eigenvalue associated with Eq. (53), when the z dependence drops out (k = 0). The action reduces
to
Ieff,k=0 =
∫
drr2
[
f(∂rq)2 + V q2
]
. (57)
We first remark that, if |Q|/M ≥ √3/2, the potential V becomes positive, and as a result the
action does not have a negative mode beyond this value of the charge. This is in exact agreement
with the thermodynamical prediction, as we shall see.
To proceed, we change variables in Eq. (57), in such a way that the resulting eigenvalue problem
reduces to a one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation. A convenient change of variables is
q =
u√T and y = −
T
r+ − r−
log
(
r − r+
r − r−
)
, (58)
where r± = M±
√
M2 −Q2 is the location of the black hole outer and inner horizons, respectively,
and T is a constant chosen for later convenience. The action (57) reduces to
Ieff,k=0 =
∫
dy
[
(∂yu)2 + V˜ u2
]
, (59)
where
V˜ = −2ε(r+ − r−)
2
T 2
e
r+−r−
T y[
1 + εe
r+−r−
T y
]2 (60)
and ε = (r+ − 3r−)/(3r+ − r−). Here we choose T = (r+ − r−)2/
√
ε, making the potential negative
definite for all values of the black hole mass and charge. This choice is only valid for ε > 0, that
is, |Q|/M < √3/2. The eigenvalue problem can now be formulated as
− ∂2yu+ V˜ u = λu. (61)
The change of coordinates (58) maps r = r+ to y = +∞ and r = +∞ to y = 0. As a result, the
boundary conditions are now changed to u being regular at y = +∞, and integrable near y = 0.
Equation (61) can be analytically solved for these boundary conditions and one finds the unique
normalised bound state
u =
√
2ε3/4
√
r+ + r−
(r+ − r−)
e−
(r++r− )y
4T
(ε− 1) + (ε+ 1) coth
[
(r+−r− )y
2T
] , (62)
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FIG. 1: Evolution of the negative mode with |Q|/M .
corresponding to
− λ = 2
√
1− η2 − 1
64M2(1− η2)2(2
√
1− η2 + 1)2 , (63)
where η = |Q|/M . As expected, there is only one negative mode, and it disappears for η ≥ √3/2
(Fig. 1).
D. Thermodynamical interpretation
Let us recall the thermodynamics of Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes. The partition functions
correspond to the different ensembles according to the boundary conditions of the path integral, as
explained in Section II B. In the magnetic case, fixing the temperature T = β−1, by imposing the
periodicity in imaginary time, and fixing the electromagnetic potential Aa at infinity, which gives
the magnetic charge Q, corresponds to the canonical ensemble.
The thermodynamical stability condition in the canonical ensemble is very simple: the specific
heat at constant charge,
CQ = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
Q
= −2pir
2
+(r+ − r−)
r+ − 3r− , (64)
must be positive. This occurs for
√
3M/2 < |Q| < M , which is exactly the range we found
previously for the disappearance of the negative mode in the partition function.
Had we studied the grand-canonical ensemble, we would expect a negative mode to persist.
Here, the stability condition is the positivity of the so-called Weinhold metric [38], whose inverse
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is
gµνW = −
∂2G
∂yµ∂yν
=
 βCΦ η
η T
 , yµ = (T,Φ), (65)
where G = E − TS − ΦQ is the Gibbs free energy, satisfying the first law of thermodynamics in
the form
dG = −SdT −QdΦ, (66)
Φ = Q/r+ being the potential at infinity. The specific heat at constant potential is given by
CΦ = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
Φ
= −2pir2+, (67)
and the isothermal permittivity, really the capacitance here, is given by
T =
(
∂Q
∂Φ
)
T
=
Tη2
CΦ − CQ =
r+ (r+ − 3r−)
r+ − r− . (68)
The off-diagonal component is
η =
(
∂Q
∂T
)
Φ
=
(
∂S
∂Φ
)
T
= −4pi
√
r+r− r2+
r+ − r− . (69)
The second equality, given by the symmetry of the Hessian matrix, corresponds to the Maxwell re-
lation. The matrix can easily be diagonalised by taking a new basis (dT, dΦ)→ (dT, dΦ + −1T ηdT ), βCQ 0
0 T
 . (70)
Since CQ and T always have opposite signs, there is always one negative eigenvalue and the
grand-canonical ensemble is unstable.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied the problem of negative modes of the Euclidean section of the
magnetic Reissner-Nordstro¨m black hole in four dimensions. Solving this problem within four
dimensions seems very difficult, as the identification of which unphysical perturbations render the
partition function divergent becomes considerably more intricate than in the vacuum case.
Following [30], we devised a method to study this problem by lifting the magnetic Reissner-
Nordstro¨m solution to five dimensions. The five-dimensional action is equal to the four-dimensional
action, up to a quadratic term that can be set to zero by a suitable constraint, imposed by a
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functional Dirac delta, on the five-dimensional path integral. Furthermore, in five dimensions, the
action can be solely written in terms of gauge-invariant variables, which in turn can be divided into
two decoupled sectors: “nondynamical” and “dynamical”. The former is algebraic, and can thus
be readily integrated. The final form of the five-dimensional action depends on one gauge-invariant
variable, and the study of its negative modes in the long wavelength limit, corresponding to four
dimensions, is now possible.
We found complete agreement between the stability of the canonical ensemble and the existence
of the negative mode. We analytically determined the eigenmode as a function of the black hole
mass and magnetic charge, from which we concluded that the negative mode ceased to exist for
|Q|/M ≥ √3/2, which agrees with the thermodynamical prediction.
The Kaluza-Klein action method seems the only practical procedure to determine the quantum
stability of gravity coupled to electromagnetism. However, a standard treatment of the metric and
electromagnetic potential perturbations remains most desirable. The clarification of the divergent
modes problem, analogous to the conformal factor problem of pure Einstein theory, would possibly
lead to a better understanding of perturbative quantum gravity coupled to matter.
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APPENDIX A: INDEPENDENT COMPONENTS OF THE TENSORS P , Q AND V
The independent components of P a bI J are given by
P
1 1
1 3 = P
1 1
3 3 = P
1 1
3 5 = P
1 2
3 4 = 4P
1 2
6 7 , P
1 1
1 5 = P
1 2
1 4 = 2P
1 2
6 7 , P
1 2
3 7 = P
1 2
5 7
P
1 2
5 7 = 2P
2 2
4 7 , P
2 2
1 3 = 2P
2 2
1 2 , P
2 2
2 3 = P
2 2
3 3 , P
2 2
3 5 = 2P
2 2
5 5 , P
2 2
3 6 = 2P
2 2
6 6
P
2 2
1 2 = −2P 1 16 6 , P 1 26 7 = − r
2f
2 , P
1 1
6 6 = − r
2
2 , P
1 2
6 4 =
Qr
2 , P
2 2
3 3 = 2r
2
(
1− Q2
r2f
)
P
2 2
2 5 = −Q
2
f , P
2 2
2 6 = −Qrf , P 2 24 4 = −Q
2
2 , P
2 2
4 7 = −Qrf2 , P 2 27 7 = − r
2f2
2 ,
(A1)
where all the other nonvanishing components can be obtained via the symmetry P a bI J = P
b a
J I .
The terms that only involve one derivative were written using the auxiliary tensor Q aI J , whose
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nonzero components are given by
Q
1
1 1 = Q
1
5 1 = −2Q 12 1, Q 11 3 = Q 15 3 = −2Q 12 3, Q 11 5 = Q 15 5 = −2Q 12 5, Q 15 6 = −3Q 11 6
Q
1
1 6 = Q
1
2 6, Q
1
3 1 = −2Q 12 1, Q 13 3 = −2Q 12 3, Q 13 5 = −2Q 12 5, Q 13 6 = −Q 26 4 = −2Q 12 6
Q
2
6 4 = 2Q
1
2 6, Q
2
2 7 = 3Q
2
1 7, Q
2
1 4 = 2
Q2
r − r + rf, Q 21 7 = Qf, Q 12 1 = 4rf, Q 12 6 = −Q
Q
1
2 3 = −2Q
2
r + 2r + 2rf, Q
1
2 5 = −Q
2
r + r + 3rf, Q
2
2 4 = r(1 + 3f), Q
2
3 4 = −2
(
Q2
r + 2rf
)
Q
2
3 7 = 2Q− 2Q
3
r2
− 4Qf, Q 25 4 = −3Q
2
r , Q
2
5 7 = Q
(
1− Q2
r2
)
and Q 26 7 = −Q
2
r + r − rf.
(A2)
Finally, the potential VIJ takes the following form:
VIJ =

3Q2−4r2
2r2
− Q2
2r2
Q2−2r2
r2
0 5Q
2−4r2
2r2
0 0
− Q2
2r2
3Q2−4r2
2r2
4r2−6Q2
2r2
0 Q
2
2r2
0 0
Q2−2r2
r2
4r2−6Q2
2r2
6Q2−4r2
r2
0 −Q2+2r2
r2
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5Q2−4r2
2r2
Q2
2r2
−Q2+2r2
r2
0 −Q2+4r2
2r2
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (A3)
APPENDIX B: COMMENT ON A PREVIOUS CLAIM
There is a previous claim in the literature [31] about our main result, namely that the negative
mode in the partition function disappears for |Q|/M ≥ √3/2. Since the work in question is not
easily available and because the unfortunate mistake made there is instructive, we will make a
comment on it.
If we ignore our initial discussion on the difficulty of quantising Einstein-Maxwell instantons,
instead of purely gravitational ones, one may think that the use of the transverse-traceless (TT)
gauge is still suitable. The change in the action caused by such perturbations, leaving the electro-
magnetic field unchanged, corresponds to the eigenvalue problem:
(OhTT )ab = λhTT ab, (B1)
where the perturbation operator is
(OhTT )ab = (∆LhTT )ab + FcdF cdhTTab + 4F ca F db hTTcd . (B2)
But this eigenvalue problem is ill-defined. The RHS of the eigenvalue equation (B1) is traceless-
transverse, but not the LHS, due to the presence of the electromagnetic field.
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In the case of [31], the electric solution
F = −i Q
r2
dτ ∧ dr (B3)
is considered. An ansatz for the radial perturbations analogous to [6] (Schwarzschild) and [8]
(Schwarzschild-AdS) is made. First, we note that leaving the electromagnetic field unperturbed is
inconsistent, in the electric case, in terms of invariance for reparametrisations along r. Second, the
eigenvalue equation (B1) has then four nontrivial components (a = b). One of them (a = b = r) is
a second-order differential equation whereas the remaining components are third order equations.
In both the Schwarzschild and the Schwarzschild-AdS cases, solving the second-order one solves
the others. But not in the Reissner-Nordstro¨m case. The second-order equation actually has a
negative mode that disappears for |Q|/M ≥ √3/2, but the action is still not positive definite.
The best way to see this is to use a probe traceless-transverse perturbation, a method explored in
[39] for rotating black holes. The readily available probe is proportional to the energy-momentum
tensor of the electromagnetic field, which is obviously transverse and happens to be traceless in
four dimensions. The result is that this probe perturbation always decreases the action, making
clear the invalidity of the procedure above.
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